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visit. The source of Possum Creek is near
1819, becoming the 22nd State. One
the church area, and was a crossroads
day before that, Dec. 13th, Jefferson
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County became a county. Before that, in
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(continued on page 14)
Rutledge Springs. The land had served
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hile cruising on the Chesapeake Bay during Memorial Day
week, we sailed by Fort McHenry, inspiration, in part, for “The
Star-Spangled Banner”, our national anthem. Also knowing
this newsletter would mail around July 4, it once again brought home
how fortunate we all are to be citizens of our wonderful country,
with the privileges that brings. Have a happy Fourth, and count your
blessings while you watch the fireworks.
We have lots of news to share and kudos to pass out. First, the
Alice McSpadden
Alabama Trust for Historic Preservation and the Alabama Historical
Williams
Commission have announced, in a May 25, 2017, press release, the
Finley Roundhouse in Birmingham has been elected to the 2017 Alabama Places in Peril
List. This is a real tribute to Khari Marquette who has been working to get this listing
since 2012. To paraphrase the press release, this outmoded reinforced concrete railroad
structure is one of only two left in Birmingham and is the largest of its type in the state. It
is a “cathedral of industrial architecture” and deserves to be revitalized for modern day use.
The next step is forming a non-profit group to expand support for its preservation.
Khari has already drafted bylaws and a business plan. Interestingly, in its Tuesday, May
29th meeting, the Birmingham City Council rezoned properties in in six northern
neighborhoods, including the Acipco-Finley Neighborhood, in an attempt to attract
future mixed-use development and redevelopment. This certainly is an encouraging turn
of events. Stay tuned.
The second kudo goes to Nimrod Frazer, our speaker in July of 2014, whose book “Send
the Alabamians, WWI Fighters in the Rainbow Division,” will be published and distributed
in France in September where it has been submitted for a French-English translation prize
by the U.S. Embassy cultural department. He is working on another book on WWI to
possibly come out this year. We are staying in touch regarding a future program.
The third kudo goes to Billy McDonald, III who has reached an agreement with
Smithsonian Aviation to take all 160 pounds of his Dad’s papers. His book, “Shadow
Tiger,” is selling well and he is making presentations all over the country. In addition, after
four years of work by Billy, his Dad has been awarded The Distinguished Flying Cross and
the Air Medal which will be formally presented by the Air Force in August in Montgomery.
Awesome!
We have a great program lined up for July. Hope to see you there. Alice
Alice McSpadden Williams
President

Railroad coal car loader at Dolomite, AL.

1922 Pleasant Grove Mining Disaster
By Sojourner McConnell

P

leasant Grove is a small community on the outskirts
of Birmingham, Alabama. The people that settled
there in the late 1800’s were farmers by trade. In
1916, Woodward Iron and Coal Company opened a mine
in the community and became the employer of most of
the men in the area.
It was a chilly damp November morning when the
miners left their homes and headed off to the Woodward
Number 3 mine. November 22, 1922, started as all
mornings started in this small farming and mining
community between Bessemer and Birmingham Alabama,
with children watching their fathers and older brothers
leaving for work at the mine just as they did every other
morning.
Children would run alongside their fathers as they drove
the truck to work with their lunch buckets and containers
of milk in hand. Children would make a game of racing
the family truck down the dirt drive to the main street.
This morning was no different. The younger children
went to school, the men went to work.
Everything was normal and work was progressing until
the middle of the afternoon when there was an accident.
Three mine cars loaded with coal from deep inside the
mines were being hauled to the mine entrance. As they
reached the top of the incline there was a break in the

cable and all three cars rolled back into the mine. As they
rolled back, they severed an electric cable, which caused a
spark.
When the spark ignited the coal dust, there was an
explosion in the mine opening. The explosion which was
both heard and felt in Birmingham, which is nine miles
away. Over 400 miners were inside the mine at the time.
The wreckage of the coal cars, the fires, and the poisonous
gasses that remained in the mine entrance trapped them
inside.
The fifty men that were working in and around the mine
entrance were immediately killed as the flame shot out of
the mine and across the yard to the Tipple. At this point,
no one knew the fate of the others trapped inside.
Many men were able to escape using the underground
tunnels arriving at the other entrance in the neighboring
town of Dolomite several miles away. The tunnels had
allowed them to escape the gasses which were released by
the explosion at the front of the mine.
The family members heard the explosion from all over
the community in western Jefferson County. The noise
caused all the women and children to come out of their
homes and start heading to the mine. They came on foot
and in cars and trucks. They carried the small children and
(continued on page 10)
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Small Pin, Big Dream
By Jerry Desmond

O

1885 Lithograph Map of Birmingham made by Henry Wellge of Norris, Wellge & Co., MIlwaukee, Wisconin.

Fortunes in The South
By Tom Badham

A

ccording to Ethel Armes, it was Colonel James R.
Powell in 1874 who inveigled members of the New
York Press Association to come to Birmingham
and see this new southern wonder. Fifteen years later his
efforts were still bearing fruit.
The July 5, 1889, edition of The Chicago Tribune on
page six ran an article headlined Fortunes in The South
– Extraordinary Gleanings in Alabama’s Great Mining
District. The reporter’s byline was Amos Cummings of
the New York Sun dated June 17, 1889. Apparently, New
York newspaper reporters could still find their way back
to Birmingham.
The lead teaser sentence in bold print blared:
How Birmingham has become the wonder of the mining
and manufacturing world—marvelous fortunes won by
men without a dollar—a score of Aladdins rubbing their
lamps—the southern businessman comes to the front!
I think R.W.A. Wilda’s booklet giving Birmingham’s

vital business statistics was in this reporter’s vest pocket.
However, the rest of the article was right up with Mark
Twain’s efforts at stretching the truth. The article starts out
with a full head of steam and the safety valve tied down.
Here are the first three sentences:
This city may well be termed the city of fortunes.
Nowhere in the South has as many been made since the
war. They have been gathered in a month, in a week, even
in a night.
The reporter then gushed, “Nowhere south of Pittsburg
is there more heat, noise and smoke. At night, the sky is
aglow for miles with the flames of iron furnaces and the
lights of coke ovens.”
He told of the real estate boom in the area in 1883 (six
years before). He claimed that land on a side street sold for
$800 a frontage foot while a lot with a 160-foot frontage
by 182 feet deep brought $110,000.
(continued on page 11)

ne of the things I enjoy about being the director
of the Birmingham History Center is that I get
to occasionally go out and speak to various civic
groups and clubs. Several months ago, I gave a brief
presentation at a meeting of the Birmingham Post Card
and Collectibles Club at the Trinity United Methodist
Church in Homewood. Robert and Carolyn Kolar
organize the meetings which include a talk by a guest and
a swap session where members show their latest “finds.”
Walking around the room, I was amazed by the neat
items, many related to the history of the area, which the
members had collected.
One gentleman in particular, James Ferris, had an
outstanding collection. As I was browsing through
his stuff, I was particularly interested in a small plastic
football pin. It was about 2.5 inches tall and had the word
“Parker” stamped on the player’s thigh. I knew it was from
A. H. Parker High School, probably from the 1940s or
1950s. As a newcomer to the region, I have been trying to
learn as much as I can about its history. The only thing I
knew was that at one time A. H. Parker High School was
the largest Negro high school in the world, in other words
not a great deal of depth for someone who claims to run a
History Center. I told Mr. Ferris that I liked the pin, then
went home and forgot about it.
A couple of months later, Mr. Ferris came to
the History Center with a donation – the Parker
football pin. My first thought was “Cool.” My
second thought was I better learn a little more
about this subject. What I found was another in a
long list of Birmingham stories involving courage,
determination, and success against long odds.
The namesake of the school and its first teacher/
principal, Arthur Harold Parker, was born in a racial noman’s land. His father was the son of a white man and a
Chickasaw woman, his mother was a former slave. Born
in Ohio, he was unable to attend college, instead took up
his father’s trade as a barber and moved south, eventually
landing in Birmingham in 1887. Taking the teacher’s
examination, Parker was hired as one of the first AfricanAmerican teachers by School Superintendent, John H.

Phillips.
In 1900, the school board
opened the first AfricanAmerican high school in
Birmingham.
Parker was
hired as the first teacher and
principal. Known early on as
simply the Negro High School
and later as the Industrial High
School, the school’s first class
of 15 graduated in 1904.
Parker stayed on as principal A. H. Parker (1870 - 1939)
of the school for 39 years, retiring at the end of the school
year in 1939. He died that August and is buried in Oak
Hill Cemetery. The school was renamed the A. H. Parker
High School in his honor.
From a first class of 19 students in 1900, the school
expanded, moving to a new and much larger building
in 1924. In 1946, 3,761 students attended A. H. Parker
High School, making it the largest school of its type in
the world. In 1953, the school became accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges. Notable graduates of
A. H. Parker High School include the current Mayor of
Birmingham, William Bell, Arthur Shores, noted attorney
and the first African-American City Council
member in Birmingham, Nell Carter, singer and
actress, Oscar Adams, former member of the
Alabama Supreme Court, and Avery Parrish, jazz
musician.
“My dream was to see built in Birmingham a
high school for Negro boys and girls that would
be second to none in the South. That dream has
come true.” A. H. Parker
It is just a small plastic football pin. From it I learned
about one man’s quest to provide a quality education for
the young people of his community. Doesn’t this story
illustrate the importance of saving the artifacts from our
past? That is the reason that the History Center is here.
No matter how small or large, all of the artifacts that we
collect tell compelling stories. They remind us of where
we have been and help show us where and who we are.
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The Most Famous Voice You’ve Never Seen

By Tom Badham

H

Note: A large box of military inspection reports, photos and
artifacts was delivered to Harry Bradford, JCHA Treasurer,
from the E. B. Walker family of Birmingham. Mr. Walker
was a member of the military police company which guarded
the Aliceville POW Camp.
n late 1939, the Federal Government began making
contingency plans on what to do when the US entered
World War II, which already had started in Europe
and the Far East. The government estimated 100,000
aliens would be stranded in the US. A six-thousand-man
internment camp was planned in Alabama. This planned
camp became the Aliceville Prisoner of War Camp, thirty
miles due west of Tuscaloosa near the Tombigbee River.
It was the largest of the permanent POW Camps in
Alabama and the largest camp built in the Southeast.
There were eleven temporary POW camps and fifteen
permanent camps situated in Alabama. Most of the camps
held between 250 and 500 POW’s.
The main requirements of POW camps set by the War
Department were that they be remote from defense plants
and critical military installations, easily guarded, have
good transport facilities and some availability of suitable
work for the prisoners.

I

The camp was situated a half mile from Aliceville on 823
acres owned by the War Department in Pickens County.
Construction and site preparation began on October 9,
1942. Contactors built the buildings, roads, streets and
utilities. The initial project constructed 329 wood frame
buildings most of which were 20 by 100-foot fifty-man
barracks.
Major work was completed by January, 1943. Much
work remained to be done in building sidewalks, foot
bridges, landscaping and many other smaller jobs not
included in the contract work. This was done by the
garrison personnel while training for guarding the
prisoners. More work and beautification was done by the
POWs during their internment.
The first German prisoners arrived by train on June 2,
1943 from New York. They were met by the 305th Military
Police Escort Guard Company, Alabama State Troopers
and most of the population of Aliceville. The soldiers were
armed with a collection of World War I era Enfield bolt
action rifles, a few M1 Garands, long barreled 12 gauge
pump shotguns and a few Thompson sub-machine guns.
The prisoners were mainly Non-Commissioned Officers
(continued on page 8)
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Loulie Jean Norman

The Aliceville POW Camp

Construction of Aliceville Internment Camp, March, 1943.
Inset Photos: Arrival of POW’s at Aliceville Internment Camp.
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By Jerry Desmond

ave you ever been to Orlando, Florida and visited
Walt Disney World? I have been there twice, once
when it was just, almost-completed around 1972
and another time about 15 years later. One of my favorite
rides is the Haunted Mansion. At the entrance, a host
ghost (voiced by Paul Frees, a veteran announcer who also
did TV commercials in the 1960s – he was the voice of the
Little Green Sprout in the Jolly Green Giant commercials,
for example), boomed out “Welcome, foolish mortals,
to the Haunted Mansion.” This was followed by a ride
through many rooms filled with ghastly ghostly humor
and special effects. In one room, a male and female pair
of opera singers join in singing the theme song of the
mansion, “Grim Grinning Ghosts,” with the female voice
wailing at high soprano and ad-libbing on the third verse.
I recently learned at a gathering of Birmingham trivia
experts that this particular soprano enjoyed a long career
in Hollywood as a coloratura – one who specializes in
music that is distinguished by agile runs and leaps in the
highest register. Her name was Loulie Jean Norman. She
was born in Birmingham, Alabama and graduated from
Phillips High School in 1931 as a classmate and eventual
lifelong friend of Hugh Martin, the composer most famous
for writing “Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas.” In
fact, Martin once became part of a quartet formed by Miss
Norman and performed with her in the musical “Of Thee
I Sing” at the Birmingham Little Theatre.
But unless you have been to the Haunted Mansion or are
in your nineties and remember attending that performance
long ago, you probably think you have never heard her
remarkable voice. You are probably wrong. Loulie Jean
Norman’s voice may be one of the most recognized in movie
and television history. She began her career performing
with Mel Torme in the 1940’s, singing back up on his hit
recording of “California Suite.” She then found regular
work dubbing singing voices for a whole list of movie stars,
including Dihann Carroll (Porgy and Bess), Juliet Prowse
(G.I. Blues) and Stella Stevens (Too Late Blues).
She sang the role of Princess for the recording of the
Jerry Lewis film, Cinderfella, in 1960, sang backup vocal

Loulie Jean Norman
on the Elvis Presley song “Moonlight Swim” in the movie
Blue Hawaii and on the soundtrack for the movie Easter
Parade, featuring Judy Garland. She also dubbed in for
Jane Powell in the 1954 movie Athena (music by her
friend Hugh Martin and Ralph Blane). She was one of
the original Ray Coniff Singers, a popular chorus in the
1960s and made regular appearances on the Dean Martin,
Carol Burnett and Dinah Shore shows. She sang with all of
the great vocalists and composers of the 1940’s to 1970’s,
including Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, Ray Charles, Spike
Jones, Frankie Laine and Henry Mancini.
Ironically, she is probably most recognized for two
songs in which she does not sing a word. In 1961, a
(continued on page 12)
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(POWs continued from page 6)
(Sergeants) from the German Army Group and Luftwaffe
serving in North Africa who surrendered in Tunisia to the
British Army after they had run out of bullets, food, fuel
and shells for their tanks. About ten percent were from the
famous Afrika Corps of General Erwin Rommel. These
were not cowed, conscripted men, but proud well-trained
soldiers. They had to be watched and handled carefully.
The POW’s were formed into company sized groups and
marched to the camp. They saw a sprawling rectangular
camp enclosed by twin rows of ten-foot-high hog wire
fencing topped with barbed wire and ten guard towers
spaced along the fence. Within each of those towers was a
six-man squad of MP’s, search lights and two belt fed .30
caliber machine guns which were manned and loaded at
all times.
The prisoners were assigned barracks, military records
processed and medical checkups began at the camp
hospital. Such ailments as trench mouth and other
diseases were treated along with dental care. The 250-bed
hospital was staffed by one American doctor, one dentist
and six German prisoner doctors. Ten POWs who had
been battlefield medics were assigned as orderlies.
A complete inspection of the facilities was made by the
army command from July 14th to the 16th 1943. At that
time, the camp held 3,416 prisoners. Overall the camp was
in excellent condition with the POWs being well treated.
The inspection report noted that the POWs desired more
potatoes and vegetables with less meat in their rations!
The POWs also requested the heavy dark German bread
rather than the American white bread. POW vegetable
gardens were planned for the coming growing season.
The camp met or exceeded all International Red Cross
and other humanitarian organizations’ requirements. The
POWs quickly understood that they were being very well
treated in comparison to other countries’ POW camps in
Europe and Africa. That treatment helped keep down any
unrest among the prisoners.
They also understood they were thousands of miles away
from Germany, did not speak unaccented English and had
no support outside of the camp from the population. Of
course, a few tried to escape. One group of three stole a car
and made it as far as Memphis, Tennessee, before being
caught.
Most ducked into the swamps and woods, then quickly
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(POWs continued from page 8)
woodworking, decorative tile making and sculpture
efforts. The results of these programs made the camp
almost a beautiful place with formal gardens with statues
adorning them. Many educational and language programs
were started and well as a camp newspaper in German for
and by the prisoners.
Plenty of cement and lumber for making statuary molds
and other projects were on hand. A dance band with formal
band wear was created, playing for concerts and dances
by the MP’s and their guests. A theater group organized
and put on plays with scenery, props and costumes they
created. Even a puppet theater with hand carved stringed
puppets was made.
All was not sweetness and light though. Two prisoners
were shot while trying to escape. One was cutting his way
through the encampment fence when fired upon by an MP
in one of the guard towers. The other was trying to escape
from a work detail at the sawmill and was shot by a guard

Guard Tower Aliceville Internment Camp
found out that Alabama mosquitoes, deer flies, ticks and
chiggers were voracious along with other wildlife including
the six poisonous snake groups that make Alabama swamps
their home. After a couple of days of misery and hunger,
they turned themselves into the closest farmer and politely
asked to be taken back to the camp.
The camp was like a regular army post with an officers’
and enlisted clubs, post exchange (store), movie theater
and barber shop. The POWs laid out and cleared a playing
field then organized several soccer leagues among the
barracks. They also built a green house and began starting
various flowers and vegetables for garden plots.
The one area the camp had problems with was that there
wasn’t enough outside work to keep the prisoners busy.
There was just one small sawmill locally and, other than
small farms, not much else in the area. The POWs could
earn small stipends for their labor, spending the money at
the PX for small personal items. Both the MP’s and the
POW leaders knew that too much idleness would lead to
trouble.
So, serious arts and crafts programs were started for
the POWs. There was serious gardening, painting,
(continued on page 9)

Burial at Aliceville Internment Camp.

Aliceville, 1943.

Page 9

armed with a shotgun. Five other prisoners died, one by
suicide in the mental ward. One by blood poisoning from
wounds and two by heart conditions. One died at Lawson
General Hospital of unknown causes.
With Germany’s surrender in April, 1945, plans to
repatriate the prisoners began. However, all of Europe
was very close to starvation at that time. Even though the
Allied governments would have liked to use the prisoners
as forced labor to help with the rebuilding of their
countries, they did not have the food to feed them, shelter
(continued on page 13)
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The three coal cars sliced the electric cable of the tippel which sparked a fire with the coal dust and the gas in the surrounding mine
opening.
(Mine continued from page 3)
of those eighty-nine that never made it out.
the older children helped with their
The news reported the next day that the vigil
brothers and sisters.
went on all night with men struggling to exit
No one knew what to expect. There was
the mouth of the mine. Some men appeared
smoke over the mine and they knew that
leading the wounded out with them. Some of
they were going into a situation they
the men that eventually were found dead had
had all dreaded and feared. No one at
gone back to help others.
this time knew how bad it was and the
Most of the ones that died are buried in
community raced to the number three
the small Pleasant Grove cemetery. The
mine.
cemetery that is right outside the entrance to
Men told of stepping into slight niches
the Number 3 mine. The cemetery is located
and blocking themselves in with their
directly across the street from the Pleasant
own clothing to escape the gas. The
Grove Methodist Church. Tombstones state
scramble that took place inside the mine
that men like B.T. Dobbs a thirty-threemade news once survivors came out of
year-old man were killed in the Woodward
the mine. The newspaper reported about Over 400 miners were in the mine Iron Company’s #3 coal mine explosion,
the acts of individuals. One such account when the explosion occurred. Many November 22, 1922.
told of the foreman that asked thirty ended up walking out in Dolomite
Twenty-one-year-old Hershell Warnick
men to remain and help secure the area and sliowly making their way back and Tom C. Warnick, his thirty-eight-yearwith canvas and stone to block the “after- up the hill to Pleasant Grove.
old brother both were lost that day. Young
damp gas”. One man refused to stay and his body was
men like Hugh Connell who was just twenty-four and
later found, once the fans had been turned on and the air
men like fifty-eight-year-old D. A. Buzbee all left families
cleared, just a few feet from the brattice they had built.
grieving their loss.
The rescue of the men trapped inside continued all
This was a community in every sense of the word and
night with family standing as close to the mine as allowed.
everyone felt the effects of that day. These men were
Mothers, wives, and children watching as one by one a
family, friends, and co-workers and they were heroes
man would struggle to the top and exit the mine. They
going through a nightmare of unfathomable proportions.
would gather the miner close and hurry home relieved that
Sources: Birmingham Age Herald and Birmingham
their little family had been spared the fate of the families
News Articles.
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(Fortunes continued from page 4)
The overnight fortunes were exemplified by various
real estate sales on the property whose perceived value
had skyrocketed. Other quick fortunes were made due to
the increasing valuation of thousands of acres of mineral
lands. Various buildings were pointed out such as the
opera house standing in the pines at Avondale which has
not been documented anywhere else to my knowledge.
East Lake and Highland Lake were mentioned both
as a family tourist draw with their magnificent summer
hotels, gardens, pagodas and music pavilions as well as
being the sites of where Richard Hawes’ wife and two
daughters’ bodies were found. Hawes’ attempted lynching
and following riot with nineteen killed were also covered.
The Birmingham District’s Mineral Railroad and
Highland Avenue trolley systems come in for praise:
“The whole district is webbed with railroad tracks. Over
150 locomotives are ever at work. Their shrill whistles
echo continually night and day. Circular railroads are a
feature of the district. Leave the center of the city upon
dummy and other trains, go in almost any direction, and
you will return to the point from which you started. The
trains shoot around in circles sometimes many miles in
extent.”
Some of the “Southern Men”, the richest of the district,
are written about. Here is where the reporter steps into
deep waters and they close over his head. Some of the
previously unknown facts are:
The richest resident is Henry F. DeBardeleben. He is of
French descent. He came to Birmingham ten years ago,
from Prattville, Ala. He had been a Confederate soldier
and was trying to eke out a living as a clerk. When the war
broke out he was an employee in a bakery. …He came
here without a cent and has amassed this large fortune
($5,000,000) in less than nine years.
William P. Pinckard is another whose story was jumbled
up. He was supposed to have come to Birmingham at age
29 without a dollar in 1886, but within three years had
become a senior partner with DeBardeleben and worth
half a million. His family from Opelika, who put him
through the University of Virginia and law school weren’t
mentioned.
William J. Cameron and Edward W. Linn, who began
Southern Bridge Company in 1886, had their biographies
re-written. Cameron was supposed to have been just a

simple bank cashier and made a killing in real estate. He
was supposed to be worth $200,000.
Linn’s father, Charles, who incorporated the National
Bank of Birmingham along with James Powell and
Willis Milner in 1872, wasn’t mentioned. Edward Linn
was supposed to have been a drummer for a Cincinnati
hardware house when he came to Birmingham in 1880
then became a bookkeeper for a lumber dealer. He too is
supposed to have bought and sold real estate and made a
fortune on a bookkeeper’s slim salary.
Truman H. Aldrich’s biography was also re-written.
No mention was made of his wealthy northern family,
engineering education, his investment and vast
improvement of what were small coal mines a few miles
outside of Montevallo. He is supposed to have come to
Birmingham after being a failed cotton broker in Selma.
As a business partner of DeBardeleben he was thought to
be worth a cool million.
If you would like an electronic copy of this newspaper
page, please email me at thomase.badham@yahoo.
com, I will send it to you as a jpg attachment. The other
articles covering topics such as Abyssinian slave girls,
Californian Indian tribes and flower swindles along with
the advertisements and want ads make great reading.
Sources: The Story of Coal and Iron in Alabama by
Ethel Armes.
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(POWs continued from page 9)
to house them or be able to keep them under control. The
thousands of prisoners held in the United States would
have to be patient for a while longer. It would be late 1946
before most of the prisoners returned to Germany.
Aliceville POW Camp was deactivated on September
30, 1945. The camp was turned over to the Corps of
Engineers and the process of disposing of the property
began. The camp was completely dismantled and the
salvageable materials were stacked and graded, ready to

be sold. Many of the Pickens County residents worked on
the salvage project and were permitted to haul away scrap
in their wagons and trucks for a dollar a load.
The government sold 1,300,000 board feet of lumber,
11 tons of nails, 790 screen doors, 730 wood panel
doors, 384 heaters, 377 mirrors along with hundreds of
bathroom fixtures and laundry equipment.
Souces: E.B. Walker, Editor; A History of Prisoner Of
War Camp Aliceville

Star Trek Publicity Photo
(Norman continued from page 7)
young unknown group called the Tokens decided to cover
Soloman Linda’s song “The Lion Sleeps Tonight” for RCA
records. They needed an experienced soprano to sing the
impossibly high top melody, with the extended phrase
“oh.” Loulie Jean Norman was chosen for the part. The
song reached number #1 on the Hot Billboard 100 and
stayed there for three weeks. Take a listen here – http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LBmUwi6mEo.
However, learning of the second song from my trivia
friends blew me away. In 1964, westerns dominated the
television screen – Wagon Train, Gunsmoke, Bonanza,
Rawhide, etc. A middle-aged script writer named Gene
Roddenberry came up with a concept of doing a western
style show in outer space. He called it Star Trek, eventually
selling the idea to NBC. He hired Alexander Courage to

Birmingham News, 1971

write a theme song for the show. Roddenberry had the
option of writing lyrics for the song, which he did.
“Beyond the rim of the star-light, my love is wand’ring in
star-flight, I know he’ll find in star-clustered reaches love,
Strange love a star woman teaches. I know his journey ends
never, His star trek will go on forever. But tell him while
he wanders his starry sea, remember me, remember me.”
Courage was so repulsed by the lyrics that he hired
Loulie Jean Norman to sing an extended phrase to
his melody, listen here – http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=nHhePr0TKfc. Thus, the famous “Oo-OOOHoo- oo-oo-oo-oo-ooohh…” that every Star Trek fan knows
and loves. Loulie Jean Norman died in her Studio City
home in California in 2005, one of the least famous, most
recognized voices in 20th century America.

Arts and craft programs were started for the POW’s, including gardening, sculpture,
woodworking, painting, and puppetry, among other activities.
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(Treasure continued from page 1)
Yorktown, moved from South Carolina to the Possum
Creek area. Rev. Tarrant, Mrs. Margaret Prude and Nancy
Sadler organized the church. The official Methodist
connection apparently was made, when Rev. Ebenezer
Hearn from the Tennessee Conference was sent south
of the Tennessee River to organize Methodist Societies,
and he found the Bethlehem Church was already being
organized at the Camp Grounds. The original building
was built with slave labor. Rev. Tarrant had brought his
own slave, Adam, who was an experienced builder, and the
original Mortimer Jordan loaned 40 slaves from his large
nearby plantation. The timbers were hand-hewn, and can
be seen today as part of the original structure. The original
one-room log building was used until 1890, when a frame
building was built. In 1954, the structure was raised and
enlarged to its present size, and the original timbers, that
were originally on the floor, can be seen as part of the ceiling
of the newer lower floor assembly hall and Sunday School
rooms. Current members have converted several of the
Sunday School rooms into a fascinating unofficial historic
museum. (In the opinion of this author, artifacts there now
should ultimately be included in a permanent organized
museum of history.) Many of the local pioneer families
were charter members, including the Prude, Owen, Sadler
and Jordan families. There is no dispute about the fact

Bethlehem ME Church original timbers.
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that this was the first Methodist Church to be organized
and built, and continuously functioning, in Jefferson
County; but perhaps the first of any denomination in the
county. It is also possible that is the first in Alabama. (The
First United Methodist Church in Huntsville was built in
1821, although a Methodist Society predated the church
building itself.)
The Bethlehem Church Cemetery is equally historic.
The first burial there was Martha Rose Sadler in 1828.
Mortimer Jordan was buried there in 1866. Many of the
original church members and their families are buried
there. Many of their descendants have been active, and
remain active, in the growth and affairs of the county and
state. All of this predates Elyton.
At the end of the War Between the States, many of the
previous cotton plantations found it difficult to continue.
The Mortimer Jordan family sold off much of their
land, much of which became the site of Woodward Iron
Company; but part was bought by the Huey brothers,
ultimately becoming Hueytown. The Bethlehem United
Methodist Church and cemetery are basically at the
intersection of Interstate Highway 20/59 and the AllisonBonnett Memorial Drive at Hueytown, and is wellmarked and easily accessible by automobile.
The church members of today are very proud of their
(continued on page 15)
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visitors are welcome by appointment. (Contact: jeanettepeterson@att.net). The small book, “Pioneer Scrapbook”
assembled and written by Rose M. Munger, 1967, is a
primary history source.

(Church continued from page 14)
church and their heritage, and have made laudable
efforts to preserve the structure, the artifacts and the
history. Mr. Ralph Dobbs, their organist, has written an
excellent history of the church, which furnished most
of the material in this article. Mrs. Jean Peterson is the
public relations contact for those who wish to visit, and

Polar Bear Spinning Wheel on 1st Avenue N., in Woodlawn.

A Personal Note By This Author:
The Bethlehem United Methodist Church is an
authentic historic treasure. It predates most of the states
in The United States. The legal owner is the North
Alabama Conference of the United Methodist Church.
The membership is now a very small number, and
most of them are senior citizens. There are no children
members. Opportunity rarely knocks more than once in
human experience, and the opportunity is at hand to be
planning proper preservation of this treasure. Concerned
people and groups should include The North Alabama
Conference and all of its member churches, the City of
Hueytown, The Alabama Department of Archives and
History, The Alabama Historical Association, and the
numerous historical societies and associations operating
within Jefferson County. Working together, preservation
should be possible Many members of these latter-two
groups can trace their genealogy directly to Bethlehem
United Methodist Church and Cemetery. Cooperation
and organization will be required!
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History Department since 1999. In 2014, she
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Government Documents Departments.
The Southern History Department houses over
80,000 printed volumes and over 2,000 maps.
It is one of the largest genealogy collections in
the southeastern United States. The Government
Documents Department has been part of the
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Her husband, V. Anton Spraul, III is a writer
who specializes in books on computer software
and programming. They have an eleven year old
daughter, Madeline.

Desoto Caverns (back when it was called Kymulga Onyx Cave) 1959ish.

